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ainting is my passion. Painting is as natural for me as breathing. Having been attached to painting since
childhood, I feel that my necessity to paint grows larger year after year. I respond creatively to everything
that surrounds me.
I’m deeply fascinated by the magical play of colors; I’m intoxicated by their play. My soul is constantly swelled
with delight and amusement before the visible colorful world because color relaxes; I’m always learning to convey
my feeling through the palette of colors. My clients and fans often ask about the details of my creation process and
wonder how I paint.
Painting reveals my mind, and color expresses my feelings. I think about color, and not about filling the spaces
between the lines on canvas. All my philosophy is a play of color. I want to be different and eliminate an indifferent
color. My style is a spontaneous and energizing art. The idea of painting is in the plasticity of color spots. Every
painting has its own. Colorful spots form subjects and figures; spots penetrate each other and build an ornamental
structure on the surface of the canvas. I’m not trying to do anything special; I’m just feeling life this way. Happiness
is to have an opportunity to live in such an amazing world.
I love paints, love the palette knife, and love a daring movement of that knife that turns into an unexpected
design on canvas. I like experimenting and combining the incompatible.
I start from creating a palette by pulling paint out of tubes. Paints are so vivid that they are meant to be on
canvas. This is 50% of the work. This is the invitation to make a journey to another world—a world without bad
news, violence, and negativity. You just need to catch the music of colors and open yourself towards the universe
and its streams of information will flow by themselves. You just need to grab them and carry them away if you can.
The whole process is so fantastic that it seems sometimes to be a dream.
I adore bright colors; they remind me of these streams of flowing energy. I try to avoid dull colors such as
brown, gray, or black. I like sun a lot; I love people who radiate warmth and light, free of the “grey” condition. One
of the main steps of the creative process is to gaze on a bare canvas, concentrating yet unrealized dreams and hopes.
It’s important for me to concentrate on my feelings, impressions, and observations. I’m always having unstoppable
processes inside me. Something stays in my memory from what I observe around me, and something emerges from
a so-called inside vision which strikes me. The creation process continues days and nights when I experience
breathtaking, unpredictable, and unbelievable dreams. I feel that I need to find a source of light inside me to create
sun on canvas. I strive to catch sun on the edge of a palette knife. I’m trying to convey instantaneous and transitory
conditions of air and light. I’m not building the painting within the frame; it goes far away beyond, thus closer to
the viewer.
I’m trying to convey my emotional experience and impressions through color and abstract forms. And it’s
important how color will express itself. The first stroke attracts the second and the third one, thus creating a natural

flow of expression through which I don’t have to brainstorm and think of observations. At a certain moment, this
condition starts manipulating me and starts painting through me. I see the result after that—my art comes out
much clearer. I suppose in fine arts it’s not necessary to paint objects realistically, but what is important is to
express the emotional experience. Humans’ emotional experience is so delicate and versatile that sometimes it’s
impossible to convey it through generally-accepted symbols. An artist can show his or her real talent only after
getting rid of symbols. Soul is very important for me—art comes from soul. The goal of my painting is to convey
the state of my soul, catch my emotions, and realize them on canvas.
I create my paintings quickly. I’m trying to enter the endless source that everyone has inside and carry out the
endless capacity forward. It’s important for me to convey an unforgettable world of the play of colors and light,
their dynamic movement and feeling of happening. I don’t like to work on details. I never know how the painting
is going to come out at the end. I never have a complete idea about a painting in my head. When I start painting, I
see the ray of light and I try to follow it. When it takes a long time to create a piece, I give it up because it doesn’t
express my feeling anymore.
Sometimes, everything does not go well during the creation process, but the next day the painting appears in a
new light and I can see all of its drawbacks and mistakes. Palette knife technique and oil paint allow me to change
whatever I don’t like. The palette knife, unlike other instruments, allows me to express the full strength of paint
and color and their combination. It allows me to create a beautiful and complicated texture of paint on the canvas
surface, which helps me to control the volume of the piece and its depicted images and objects. It also provides a
vast variety of opportunities for improvisation.
Among the important themes in my life and painting, music is the most significant for me. I adore music. I
love all styles, depending on my mood, and I can’t imagine my life without it. I fall into it and it goes through me.
I work the palette knife as if I were a conductor. It’s impossible for me to stop. If I stop, the music will stop. For
instance, when the deep part of music emerges, I associate it with a deep blue color. Sometimes I can’t differentiate
colors that I see in front of me because my brain stops working. If someone asked me at one of these moments
what color I am seeing, I couldn’t give an answer. The main base of any painting is color as well as sound in music.
When I create pieces on a musical theme, I want to convey the ambience of that place where the action took place.
I want to convey the vibration of air, variety of delicate feelings, fragrance, charming melody, clattering sound of
heels of dancers, rustling of dresses, clatter of glasses, spinning of colorful spots.
When paintings are full of color and passion, they start producing music, breathing, and radiating unique
energy. I’m striving to convey on canvas whatever I’m feeling. I’m striving to convey the delicate condition of
matter that surrounds us when every subject sounds and glows.
Nature also has a special place in my art. Nature is an inexhaustible source of creative ideas. It’s important to
learn to see, select, and get a creative impulse from the visual images; it’s essential to learn to notice the beauty of
nature—plasticity of forms, silhouette, line, rhythm, harmony of floral combinations. I adore depicting nature; it’s
a source of happiness and peace. I think of nature as a universal organism. I’ve been always fascinated by the sky—
it lives its own unique life. There is a play of light and color there, a special pattern of trees and flowers in the
clouds, a variety of fanciful colors. Once upon a time, I experienced a condition after which my view on the
surrounding world was forever altered. One sunny day, I walked outside and saw that the world had changed. I
walked along the street and saw it in a different light. I noticed new features in objects that I had seen multiple
times. The sun started shining differently. Leaves started rustling differently. It seemed to me that nature started
talking to me and I understood. Everything around me started vibrating and moving with an obvious connection
to each other. This revelation happened instantly. Since then, I have a new vision of nature. Nature teaches me
how to select and combine colors and offers more wonderful and splendid pieces of art than can be created by
humans.
Sometimes, I think I’ve been blessed because this supernatural energy emerges in my paintings. I’m trying to
convey on canvas special moments that happen in nature; I’m trying to express the mood of a landscape. My
motto in landscape is sincerity and cleanliness of spirit. I don’t care about a place and a topic—I care about the
impression. It’s important to express the first impression. If you put a soul into a painting, the viewer will be
touched.
In nature, none of the colors exist separately. The color of a subject is an illusion; the only source of color is
the sun, which wraps everything by its light each day, giving subjects new colors. Sometimes, the mystery of
matter escapes from me and I can’t discern the border between real and unreal. At such a moment, I want to catch
the movement of wind, scent of flowers, everything beautiful that surrounds me, whatever I like, and what I want
to keep in my memory for a long time—it helps me to relax and enjoy life after the chaos of events.
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